I Want to Marry a Lighthouse Keeper
by Erika Eigen (~1969)

Slow Intro:
G\ - G\ - |C\ D\ G\ -
I dream of livin’ in a lighthouse, every single da--ay
G\ - G\ - |A7 - D\ -
I dream of livin’ in a lighthouse, the white one by the ba-----ay.
G\ - G7\ - |C\ - C#dim\ -
So if you wanna make my dreams come true, you’ll be a lighthouse keeper too,
G\ - E7\ - |A7 D\ G\ - E7\ A7 - D\ G\ -
We could live in a lighthouse, the white one by the bay. Won’t that be o--kay?

Double-time:
Oh, I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and keep him com-pa-ny--y.
I want to marry a lighthouse keeper and live by the side of the se--ea.
G\ G\ G7\ G7\ |C . C#dim .
I’ll polish his lamps by the light of day so ships at night can find their way.
G\ G\ |A7 D G .
I want to marry a lighthouse keeper. Won’t that be o--ka--ay?

We’ll have parties on a coral reef and clam-bakes on the shore.
We’ll in-vite the neighbours in and seagulls by the sco----ore-----

I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby, every single da--ay
I dream of living in a lighthouse, the white one by the ba--ay.
G\ G\ G7\ G7\ |C . C#dim .
So if you wanna make my dreams come true, you’ll be a lighthouse keeper too,
G\ E7\ |A7 D G E7\ A7 D G .
We could live in a lighthouse, the white one by the bay. Won’t that be o-kay?

Kazoos: (first two lines of verse)
I'll polish his lamps by the light of day so ships at night can find their way.

I want to marry a lighthouse keeper. Won't that be o--ka--ay?

We'll take walks along the moonlit bay, maybe find a treasure too.

I'd love living in a lighthouse, how 'bout you-u-u-u?

I dream of living in a lighthouse, baby, every single day.

I dream of living in a lighthouse, the white one by the ba--ay.

So if you wanna make my dreams come true, you'll be a lighthouse keeper too,

We could live in a lighthouse, the white one by the bay.

Won't that be o-kay? Yada tada ta-ta Ta--Aaaaa----aaaaaaaaaaaaa!
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